Amy MCWhirter

Your audience deserves to be moved.

Soulful and captivating, professional emcee and event host Amy
McWhirter energizes and inspires audiences to connect and take
action.
Amy creates continuity and cohesion, drives deeper
audience engagement and amplifies messaging by pulling threads
together in a unique way so that audiences come away with deep
value.
Expert in emceeing live on-stage, in-studio, hybrid and virtual events,
hosting and producing videos, Amy helps audiences get to the heart
of every session, making sure messages are clear and compelling.
Her effervescence is contagious and she’s adept at emphasizing key
points from speakers, gracefully improvising with humor, focusing the
audience’s attention and weaving in themes of the event.
She works with marketing and event planning teams to help craft
scripting, content, interview questions and engagement activities that
drive home the central themes of her client’s event and ensure that

Soulful. Captivating. Energizing and Inspiring Audiences to Connect and Act.
As a live event emcee and host, Amy is renowned for her warmly inviting,
soulful, captivating energy that inspires audiences of all sizes to connect,
engage and act. She creates continuity, drives deeper engagement and
amplifies messaging so that audiences come away with deep value from their
time invested in events. Her clientele spans large corporations like Infosys,
Honeywell, Salesforce, BMC, Whirlpool Corporation, Anaplan, Argenx, Leidos,
Elekta Medical, galas by Fierce Marketing, Label Awards, Shop Global Awards,
Executive Platforms and household names including Maytag, KitchenAid,
Cadillac, Owens Corning, Samsung, Cardinal Health.

Amy has years of experience as a virtual event emcee and web host for
internal and external corporate live broadcasts, team building, webcasts,
sales training, hybrid in-person and live broadcast conferences. Her
authentically engaging nature invites audiences of all sizes to connect with
messaging and take away key points, inspired, and ready to act.
Invitations to comment and ask questions, networking, segues, interviews,
announcements, audience retention and engagement are all enhanced by
a dynamic soulful emcee host. Connecting with facial expressions, emotion
and energy to virtual audiences through the camera is exhilarating to Amy,
and perfectly suits her expertise and deep desire for attendees to find value
and opportunities for connection during their time at events.

What clients are saying:
“You were ABSOLUTELY mind blowing!!! You were just such a delight to watch! Thank you so much in helping
us pull off such a huge success!" - Jyotika Luthra, VP Operations | Executive Platforms
“AWESOME!!! AMY!!! SUPERB. MY GOD. Amy Killed it. You handled it so well, all the transitions. WE ARE AN
A-TEAM. EVERYONE IN ACTION :-) “ - Showtime Events and Infosys | Virtual Connect 2020
“Amy is FANTASTIC! She truly helped bring our virtual conference to the next level by providing a great
amount of energy and excitement. She kept our audience engaged through both days of our event. She went
above and beyond to make us feel at ease by staying organized and being available for quick changes as the
days went on. I would truly recommend Amy to any event organization - for both in-person and virtual events.
We'll be hiring her again at our next year's conference. Thanks for everything, Amy!”
- Brittany Satterfield | Sr. Marketing Manager | Auros Knowledge Systems | Knowledge Aware 2020 Virtual
“When it came time to “open doors” to our #VirtualPivot event, Amy did what she does best – engaging with
speakers and attendees with her energetic personality and just making us look good. She truly was the glue
that kept the event running smoothly from start to finish. As one attendee mentioned in our post-event
surveys, “I loved Amy's passion and enthusiasm.” Choosing Amy was the best decision we made.”
- Carlos Tabora, Editor/Publisher | Virtual Event News
"I just wanted to say a formal thank you for being such an amazing Host/Professional/Moderator/General
Giver of Calm at the IFS World Conference. The client is delighted. The show was complex and the demands
from all directions a tricky balancing act. Thank you for your humor and ability to 'read the room'. I am not
sure you can 'rock' a software conference but we came very close!” -Elsa Ford, Event Producer | First Agency
"Just wanted to say a big thank you again for last night. You were key to the event’s success. Brilliant MC,
Charismatic, dynamic with our guests…just what we needed!" - Pere Ramirez, Operations Mgr | Tarsus Group
“Love the delivery, tone, and smile! Thanks for sharing participants’ sentiments/thoughts so well and
incorporating them into the overall program. You are such a smooth and engaging individual. It’s great to
have you on the team.” - James Lenz, Professional Development Manager | Credit Union Executives Society
“I am so honored and proud to recommend Amy as one of the very best hosts and emcees in the World. Amy
by far, is the best at what she does. I’ve witnessed her work first hand for our clients and she knows how to
get into your soul.” - Dave Peroni, Principal | The Ad Group Agency
Some of Amy’s Clients include:

Virtual Emcee Webpage & Live Emcee Webpage

